ReSound Introduces Hearing Aid That Adapts to Users' Changing Amplification Needs

ReSound addresses how to future-proof a hearing aid with its new Configurable BTE.

Minneapolis, MN, May 11, 2011 - http://www.gnresound.com - ReSound, the technology leader in hearing aid solutions, is responding to an industry need for a hearing aid that adapts with the patient, with the introduction of the Configurable BTE 77/87 - a unique combination of both Standard and Power models.

The ReSound Alera® Configurable BTE 77/87 is the only Standard BTE that can be easily converted to a very small high power instrument, with one housing for both. The BTE provides patients with an adaptable hearing instrument solution should their hearing change over time.

"One concern expressed by patients when investing in an expensive hearing aid is 'what if my hearing changes?'" said Laurel Christensen, Chief Audiology Officer, ReSound. "Patients are looking for a hearing aid that will meet their amplification needs for the considerable future."

In addition to this clinical benefit, the Configurable BTE also provides a greater directional response for better hearing in background noise. When the microphones are accurately aligned in the horizontal plane when worn on the ear, the optimal directional response can be attained.

In terms of the directivity index, the hearing instruments should “look forward” for the best response. Low frequencies are processed with an omnidirectional response, and high frequencies are processed with a directional response. This specific processing mimics the natural directional response of the unaided ear, and yields a high directivity index, or measure of how directional the instruments are.

“The configurable BTE has the highest possible directivity available in a BTE hearing aid,” said Christensen. “Optimal directional processing has been shown as the single most important way to provide better hearing ability in background noise.”

To learn more about ReSound Alera® Configurable BTE 77/87, visit http://www.gnresound.com/alera

About ReSound
ReSound is the industry technology leader in hearing solutions. Since the company’s inception in 1943, ReSound has been responsible for a number of hearing industry firsts, including Wide Dynamic Range Compression (WDRC), Digital Feedback Suppression (DFS) and the first open-standard digital chip. Headquartered in Ballerup, Denmark, GN ReSound is part of The GN ReSound Group, one of the world’s largest provider of hearing instruments and diagnostic audiological instrumentation.
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